Abstract: High-lift devices are commonly modelled using potential flow methods at the conceptual design stage. Often, these analyses require the use of prescribed wake shapes in order to avoid numerical stability issues. The wake type used, however, has an impact on the absolute aerodynamic load predictions, which is why, in general, these methods are used to assess performance changes due to configuration variations. Therefore, a study was completed that compared the predicted aerodynamic performance changes of such variations of high-lift configurations using different wake types. Lift and induced drag results are compared with the results that were obtained using relaxed wakes and various prescribed wake shapes. Specific attention is given to predictions of performance changes due to changes in geometry. It was found that models with wakes that are prescribed below the freestream direction yield the best results when investigating performance changes due to flap deflections and flap-span changes. The effect of flap-gap sizes is best evaluated using a fully-relaxed model. The numerically most stable approach of wakes that are prescribed leaving the trailing edge upwards seems to be least reliable in predicting performance changes.
Introduction
Modern commercial aircraft rely on high-lift devices to achieve the necessary low speed performance. Often, these devices consist of slats and slotted flaps, as shown in Figure 1 [1] . The design of such devices is becoming increasingly more complex as multidisciplinary optimization tasks are used to reduce the weight and system complexity early during conceptual design. In order to facilitate this highly iterative design stage, computationally-inexpensive approaches are commonly used to analyse these complex aerodynamic devices in a relatively quick manner [2, 3] . Because of the limited accuracy of these simplified analysis tools, the impact of configuration changes, for example that of slotted flap geometries, is assessed for their relative changes in aerodynamic performance with respect to analytical predictions of a baseline configuration, as was done in [4] . The baseline configuration is well understood and has often been explored experimentally and numerically. Only selected configurations are further investigated for their absolute performance using higher-fidelity tools and/or wind-tunnel tests. For modern conceptual design, three-dimensional panel methods and lifting surface methods are employed to estimate the aerodynamic performance of high-lift devices [2, 3, 6] . Potential flow methods, such as these, can use vortex filaments to model the shear layer in the wake [7] [8] [9] . The strength of these wake filaments depends on the change in the circulation along the trailing edge of the wing. In the streamwise direction, the strength remains constant under steady conditions. This wake can have a prescribed shape, for example being aligned with the freestream direction (drag-free) or at a predefined angle. More complex models allow the wake elements to move with the local velocities, thus resulting in a relaxed, force-free wake. The latter is able to capture secondary wake effects caused by the wake roll-up, which can be significant if there is strong interaction between lifting surfaces and their wakes, for example, as is true for high-lift devices. With either wake model, prescribed or free, care has to be taken when modelling complex multiple lifting surfaces, for example high-lift systems, in order to avoid adverse numerical interactions.
Previous studies have found that differences exist in the aerodynamic predictions of systems with multiple lifting elements depending on the wake model that was used [10] [11] [12] [13] . The herein presented study further explores this trend and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of using different wake shapes to analyse high-lift devices and determine their ability to predict relative performance changes due to specific configuration changes. The objective is to provide the designer with an assessment, whether and how particular wake shapes that were chosen for numerical stability purposes affect the prediction results. Having a better understanding of these effects will allow designers to push forward the use of potential flow methods for conceptual design tasks.
Potential Flow Wake Models
Shedding vorticity into the wake, behind a lifting surface, models the shear layer that is present behind the physical wing. The vorticity shed defines the strength of the steady-state wake, which contributes to the induced velocities used to determine the surface singularity strengths. As mentioned, low-order potential flow methods often discretize this shear layer into vortex filaments. Due to the mathematical singularities at the centre of vortex filaments, modelling complex wakes and lifting systems can, however, become challenging and may require the manual placement of the filaments in the wake in order to avoid adverse numerical interactions. In such cases, the trailing wake filaments may not be aligned with the local streamlines, and the wake may carry forces. Furthermore, since the wake elements induce velocities on the lifting surfaces, modifying the position of the wake impacts the surface circulation distribution, depending on the wake type used.
Wake-Induced Velocities
Generally, the position of the wake of a potential flow model is of limited importance, except for the unique cases where strong interaction is expected between lifting elements and their wakes [12, 14] . For most wing-body configurations, aligning the wake with the streamwise direction produces adequate results. However, as was found in [7] , even an analysis of a simple, single wing can produce an array of results depending on the type of wake chosen.
Multiple-wing configurations have also shown different results depending on the shapes of the wakes. It was found by Miller and Youngblood that the predicted lift of a canard-wing configuration differed when the wake shed by the canard was positioned in the wing-canard mean plane, rather than aligned with the freestream direction or allowed to relax to a force-free wake [13] . Ultimately, the latter two models produced results that most closely aligned with wind tunnel testing. A more in-depth study of the wake of a canard was performed by Madson and Erickson [15] . The authors compared predictions using a freestream fixed wake to a body fixed wake. They found that a freestream fixed wake produced a 5% increase in the lift curve slope over a body fixed wake, and the freestream fixed wake produced results much closer to test data. They also analysed spanwise circulation distributions and found that the wake model did not have a large effect on the circulation strength of the canard; rather, it had an important effect on the lift distribution along the main wing. Using a freestream fixed wake increased lift inboard of the canard tip station, due to the diminished downwash field produced by the canard wake at that location. Conversely, the outboard sections of the main wing had less lift with a freestream fixed wake, since the upwash field was also diminished. Overall, in both of these canard wing studies, it was found that, depending on the investigative focus, the location and shape of the wake can make an impact on the aerodynamic predictions.
Singularity Issues
Modelling multiple lifting surfaces and their wakes using discrete vortex filaments has numerical challenges related to the singularity at the centre of filaments. This becomes a problem, for example, when a trailing filament is positioned close to a downstream numerical control point, as shown in Figure 2 . The resulting large velocities that the singularity induces can cause computational issues and result in unrealistic load distributions. This problem worsens if the wake is relaxed and filaments in the wake come within close proximity to one another. Because of the large, non-physical velocities that they induce on one another, the filaments can experience relatively large displacements. As a result, the relaxation process can become erratic and the load prediction unrealistic. A wing and trailing-edge flap system modelled using a traditional vortex lattice method [5] .
Multiple methods have been developed to deal with the singularities of filaments. For example, solid-core models that limit the maximum induced velocities eliminate some of the numerical issues [7] . In this case, however, the size of the core can easily become a driving factor of the solution, especially in the presence of strong wake interactions. Another approach to handle the singularity of a filament is to use damping factors to limit the movement of the wake during the relaxation process. Other methods include near-field velocity corrections to smooth out velocity peaks near discrete filaments by replacing them with multiple vortex lines of lesser strength distributed over panel edges [8, 9] .
Depending on the potential flow solver used, the user may have to manually prescribe the wake position. In some cases, this can lead to geometry simplifications. For example, in [16] , the combination of a slat, main wing, triple slotted flap system led to leading and trailing edge discontinuities in the spanwise direction. In order to treat these discontinuities, the triple slotted flap geometry was merged into a single slotted flap, and the wake of each lifting element was prescribed parallel to the downstream surface. Although these careful modifications did not compromise the results, such an approach is difficult to generalize, which makes it unsuitable for configuration design explorations.
Another, more generalizable approach to modelling high-lift systems that is suitable for design explorations is using prescribed wake models, in which the vortex filaments leave the trailing edges at prescribed angles. Although such wake shapes can differ greatly from the physical location of the actual shear layer, this approach ensures that any adverse interaction is prevented. Nevertheless, the prescribed wake angles can lead to incorrect predictions of the aerodynamic forces of the high-lift system. Therefore, one possible approach for design studies is to assess the relative changes of the aerodynamics forces that various configurations develop. Unfortunately, very little has been recorded publicly that quantifies how different prescribed wake types influence relative aerodynamic performance changes and where the limits of such an approach lie.
Aerodynamic Model
For this study, the aerodynamic performance of high-lift devices was analysed using the higher-order potential flow method of Bramesfeld and Maughmer [10, 17, 18] . The method differs from conventional vortex lattice methods and panel codes in that the lifting surfaces and wakes are modelled using continuous vorticity distributions, rather than discrete vortex filaments. Therefore, the method essentially avoids the singularity issues that are often encountered with the more conventional approaches. As a consequence, the chosen method is ideal for the study of the impact of different wake models on the predicted aerodynamic performance, even in cases of strong interactions, for example as is shown in Figure 2 .
The continuous spanwise vorticity distribution in the wake is modelled using vortex sheets that can be prescribed to a predefined position, or relaxed, as is shown in Figure 3 . In absence of the singularities that are typically encountered with conventional vortex lattice and panel methods, numerically-stable wake and wake-surface interactions are achieved without the need for solid-core models or other numerical fixes. Higher-order elements placed along the camber plane of a rectangular wing and the corresponding relaxed wake [5] .
As a consequence of the continuous formulation of the higher-order method, the induced velocity profiles, especially in the wake, are better behaved than with many conventional potential flow methods. Figure 4 shows the wake-induced downwash velocities along three lines in a plane perpendicular to the wake downstream of a wing. The centre figure shows the location of the vortex filaments of a traditional vortex lattice method, shown by the black circles. The filament model results in a discontinuous downwash velocity distribution as shown by the dashed line. Although these discontinuities can be smoothed using a solid-core model, such a model would still incorrectly predict upwash at certain locations behind the wing, which is in stark contrast to experimental observations. In contrast to the discrete vortex-filament model, the continuous vorticity wake of the higher-order method predicts a smooth downwash and upwash distribution. The smooth distribution is achieved without any intervention and is due to the continuous nature of the model.
The upper and lower plots in Figure 4 show the velocities induced along a line one quarter-chord above the wake and one quarter-chord below the wake vorticity location, respectively. At these locations, both of the velocity distributions are continuous; however, the velocities induced by the vortex filaments are wavy, especially near the edge of the wake where the strength of the filaments is highest. This non-physical effect is eliminated when modelling the wake using vortex sheets; the vortex sheet induced velocities are smooth at all locations surveyed. The well-behaved velocities in the wake of the higher-order method make it well suitable for a study on wakes and their relative positions, especially with strong wake-wake and wake-wing interactions. In summary, the continuous nature and numerical stability of the higher-order method make it ideal to study the impact that various wake shapes have on aerodynamic load predictions. Such a systematic study, as presented in Section 4.3, can provide the high-lift conceptual designer, who likely uses conventional potential flow methods, with a measure to gauge the effects of a wake model that is prescribed for numerical stability purposes. The primary focus of the study that is discussed herein is less on how well a particular wake model predicts the absolute loads, but how well a particular wake model predicts performance changes due to configuration changes, for example changes in slotted flap geometry.
Comparison of Wake Shapes
The study of the impact of various wakes on the predicted changes in aerodynamic performance is approached in three steps. First, the impact of various wake shapes is explored using a simple rectangular wing. In the next step, this exploration is extended to a complex high-lift system that consists of a slat and a slotted flap in addition to the main wing. The prediction results are directly compared with experimental data in order to determine the quality of the predictions. In a third step, the relative aerodynamic performance changes due to changes in configuration of the high-lift system are investigated using predictions based on the different wake models. As in the second step, experimental results provide a baseline.
Single Rectangular Wing
To analyse the effects of wake shapes on a single lifting surface, a rectangular wing with a symmetrical airfoil shape and an aspect ratio of 10 was analysed using the higher-order potential flow method. A convergence study was completed on the number of elements used to model the lifting surface for each type of wake used. The minimum number of elements in both the chordwise direction and the spanwise direction that produced converged results was then used for the remainder of the study on the rectangular wing. Figure 5a shows the convergence of the span efficiency factor at an angle of attack of 10 degrees, using eight elements in the chordwise direction while increasing the number of spanwise elements, for three of the wake types tested. Convergence appears to be reached when using eight or more spanwise elements, regardless of the wake shape. Similar trends were found when using wakes prescribed to other angles. This study was repeated while holding the number of spanwise elements constant at eight and increasing the number of chordwise elements until the span efficiency factor converged. The results are shown in Figure 5b . Again, convergence for each wake type is reached when using eight or more elements in the chordwise direction. Based on these results, eight chordwise elements and eight spanwise elements were used to model the rectangular wing half-span for the remainder of the rectangular wing study. In general, it can be concluded for single, high aspect ratio wings that the wake shape has negligible influence on the convergence with changing element density. As a result, the aerodynamic properties of simple configurations can be found without having to perform multiple convergence studies if multiple wake types are to be used. This means that, for this study, the same configuration can be modelled with multiple wake types without having to change the discretization of the surface to achieve the convergence of the desired parameters.
The size of the wake to be used for the study was selected based on the convergence of span efficiency, as the wake grew in length with increasing numbers of time step iterations. Figure 6 shows the convergence of these parameters as the wake grows using eight spanwise and eight chordwise elements to model the half-span. As can be seen, the results have converged by 20 time steps, or after the wing has advanced a distance equal to five wing root chords. This was similar for all wake types used and therefore was used for the remainder of the study on the rectangular wing. Since convergence of the span efficiency as the wake grows is independent of the wake type for this single rectangular wing, the same configuration can be modelled with multiple wake types for this study, without having to change the size of the wake to achieve convergence. Plots of the five wake shapes tested are shown on the rectangular wing half-span in Figure 7 , for an analysis at an angle of attack of six degrees. Note that the prescribed angles and freestream direction are with respect to the global X-Y plane, shown in Figure 3 . As such, an analysis performed using a freestream fixed, drag-free wake at an angle of attack of 10 degrees, for example, would produce the same result as an analysis with a wake prescribed to +10 degrees.
The lift and drag polars for results obtained using a relaxed wake, a drag-free wake and wakes prescribed to 10, 45 and 80 degrees above the zero-lift line are plotted in Figure 8 . The results predict very little differences in the lift and induced drag for all wake shapes except the wakes prescribed to extreme angles. As shown in Figure 9 , with high positive wake angles, the velocity induced by the wake on the wing has a large component in the freestream direction. This results in an increase in the predicted lift when comparing high wake angles to drag-free wakes. Simultaneously, the component of the wake-induced velocity normal to the freestream direction is reduced, resulting in a smaller angle of attack reduction when compared to a freestream fixed wake. Thus, the predicted induced drag is decreased as the wake angle increases. An interesting side note is that a wake prescribed at positive mto the freestream will produce zero induced drag with the method. Additionally, although not tested in this case, a wake prescribed below the freestream direction will decrease lift, since the incoming flow velocity is reduced by the wake-induced velocity. This will also produce less induced drag than a freestream fixed wake. Therefore, a freestream fixed wake will produce the most induced drag for a given lift coefficient, for a single wing configuration. These correlations between prescribed wake shapes and aerodynamic predictions are also applicable to the relaxed, force-free shapes. In such cases, the effects are applied to each element in the wake, rather than the plane of the entire wake. 
NASA Trap Wing
To study the effects of wake shapes on high-lift system predictions, the NASA Trap Wing was used as a source of experimental data to compare predictions to [19] . Table 1 provides geometrical data for the stowed configuration, which is used for non-dimensionalization of forces when applicable.
The specific NASA Trap Wing experimental configurations under consideration are from the LaRC 14 × 22 ft low Reynolds number entry and are outlined in Table 2 . This experiment took place at a Reynolds number of 4.3 million and at a freestream Mach number of 0.2. The corresponding force and pressure data are provided in [19] with wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. Using this model allows for comparison to a multi-element system, which has been analysed using several modern CFD solvers [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Figure 10 shows the three element system with the slat and flap in the LaRC Configuration 1 position, modelled using higher-order elements as described in [10] . A preliminary study showed that lift and induced drag predictions using this inviscid method are relatively insensitive to the specific positioning of the camber line of the slat and main wing. Note that the slat and flap are sealed at the root and that the model does not include the main body cove that was used in the experiment. Although not shown here, this study has found that predicted performance changes of prescribed wakes exhibited very little sensitivity to panel-density changes. However, results found when using a relaxed wake do differ, and therefore, a convergence study was completed on the NASA Trap Wing LaRC Configuration 1 at an angle of attack of 20 degrees to determine the minimum number of elements needed to model the wing while achieving converged results. Figure 11a shows the convergence of the span efficiency factor as the number of spanwise elements is increased. For results found when using a freestream fixed wake model, good convergence can be seen when 12 elements are used in the spanwise direction. Similar results were found for all prescribed wake models, as well. In contrast to the results of the rectangular wing study, the span efficiency convergence when using a relaxed wake is more erratic when modelling multiple lifting surfaces with multiple wakes. This is due to the changing relaxed wake shape as the number of spanwise elements is increased and the strong interaction between wakes and surfaces. Nonetheless, the results attained with more than 12 spanwise elements produced results that were deemed accurate enough for this study. This number was then used to determine the number of elements needed in the chordwise direction. Figure 11b shows the convergence in span efficiency as the number of chordwise elements is increased. Since the model includes camber, increasing the number of elements in the chordwise direction generates a geometry closer to the physical configuration. Based on these figures, 12 elements in the chordwise direction were chosen to be suitable for the subsequent study of the NASA Trap Wing. 5 10 15
Spanwise Number of Elements, n The size of the wake used for the study was based on the convergence of span efficiency as the wake grew in length. In Figure 12 , convergence for both relaxed and fixed wake models can be seen when the number of time steps is equal to 20. This corresponds to a wake length that is two-times the root chord length in the streamwise direction. Since this trend continued for all wake shapes used, this wake size was used for this wake shape study on the NASA Trap Wing. The seven wake positions corresponding to a relaxed wake, a freestream fixed (drag-free) wake and wakes prescribed to −45, −20, +20, +45 and +80 degrees are shown in Figure 13 . Similar to the single rectangular wing study, the global X-Y plane is used as the reference plane for the freestream direction and prescribed wake angles. This means that an analysis at an angle of attack of 10 degrees with a freestream fixed wake would produce a wake that is identical to a wake prescribed to 10 degrees.
(f) (g) Figure 13 . Wake shapes analysed on the NASA Trap Wing LaRC Configuration 1 at an angle of attack of five degrees [5] . (a) Relaxed (force-free); (b) freestream fixed (drag-free, angle of attack +5 degrees); (c) prescribed to −45 degrees; (d) prescribed to −20 degrees; (e) prescribed to +20 degrees; (f) prescribed to +45 degrees; (g) prescribed to +80 degrees.
Note that each of the three lifting surfaces sheds a wake from its respective trailing edge. The wake of each lifting surface has been represented in Figure 13 using different colors. Blue elements represent the wake shed from the slat, green elements are shed from the main wing, and yellow elements represent the wake shed from the flap. For a select number of cases, it can be seen that a wake passes through a downstream element. Although this is non-physical, the method can handle it without numerical issues. In terms of performance, it has been shown that the velocities induced by a body-piercing wake are almost identical to that of a properly-treated body-conforming wake [25] . Figures 14 and 15 compare the results of the study to the experimentally-obtained NASA Trap Wing LaRC Configuration 1 data. It must be noted that the regions above an angle of attack of 30 degrees and below an angle of attack of five degrees are not compared in this study. It is assumed that viscous effects, in the form of significant flow separation, dominate in these regions. The current analysis method uses no viscous model and therefore cannot predict such effects. Hence, the predicted drag values are that of only induced drag, whereas the experimental drag values are total drag. Therefore, an offset in drag is expected, and only the general shape of the polars is being compared.
As was found with the rectangular wing study, the freestream fixed wake produces the most induced drag for a given lift coefficient. This value then decreases as the wake angle is tilted away from the freestream angle. The limit of zero predicted induced drag occurs when a wake is prescribed perpendicular to the freestream direction. This explains why, when analysing with negative prescribed wake angles, the induced drag predictions begin to decrease above a specific lift coefficient. The intersection points between the predictions of two prescribed wake angles represent two different wake shapes that predict the same induced drag at the same lift coefficient.
As was previously mentioned, a wake prescribed to the freestream angle will produce the same aerodynamic predictions as a freestream fixed wake. At lower and higher freestream angles, the prescribed wake will predict less induced drag. Therefore, the predicted drag polars will not be of the same shape, as shown in Figure 14 . As a result, for a given lift coefficient, wakes prescribed to angles less than 10 degrees from the freestream angle of attack produced very similar results to the freestream fixed wake. As can be seen in Figure 15 , the major difference between the predicted lift coefficients using different wake types is the lift curve slope. The predictions follow the rule that at a given angle of attack, lift coefficients deviate approximately 3.3% for every 10 degree difference between the prescribed wake angle and the freestream direction. Overall, predictions using relaxed wakes, freestream fixed wakes or wakes that are prescribed above the freestream direction, at angles of less than 45 degrees, agree relatively well with the experimental results. The latter is true since the angle of attack range in question is positive and less than 45 degrees. This also means that predictions using wake models that are prescribed below the freestream direction differ significantly from the experimental results and underpredict the lift curve slope.
The different impact that the wake models have on the predicted lift curve slope is due to the combination of two effects. The first effect is that the wake of a lifting surface affects the incoming flow vector. This is in line with observations that were made with the single rectangular wing analysis and is depicted in Figure 9 . The second effect is unique to cases with multiple lifting elements. Since the downwash velocities are highest in the plane of the wake itself, prescribing a wake to a defined angle will affect the strength of the downwash field that a subsequent lifting surface passes through. The resulting spanwise circulation distributions will be affected, as shown for multiple wake types in Figure 16 . Since the trailing edge of the slat and main wing shed their wakes on top of the subsequent lifting surfaces, prescribing a wake angle to any angle above or below the subsequent lifting surface decreases the downwash at that location. Alternatively, prescribing a wake that passes through a downstream lifting surface results in large downwash velocities at the downstream location. The results find the same conclusions that were made during the canard wing studies by Miller and Youngblood [13] and further explored by Madson and Erickson [15] . Figure 15 shows that a relaxed wake provides results closest to experimental data, and a freestream fixed wake will provide more lift at a given angle of attack when compared to a wake aligned close to the body.
The spanwise circulation distributions shown below are normalized to the circulation at the root of the main wing, as found when using a relaxed wake shape. Negative circulation at the inboard section of the slat produces a net downwards force at that location. This may be physical, due to the nature of the slat; however, it is likely due to the simplifications required to model a complex, three-dimensional surface with an infinitely thin wing. These problems, and the solution taken, are described in [10] .
As expected, the circulation values produced when using a wake prescribed to positive angles are higher than those predicted with a relaxed wake, except at the tip of the flap. This is a result of the relaxed wakes from the slat and main wing being rolled-up to angles higher than 80 degrees as they pass over the flap. This reduces the downwash and increases the velocities in the freestream direction at the location of the flap more than the wakes prescribed to high angles. The opposite effect happens with wakes prescribed to angles below the freestream direction. 
Relative Performance Changes
In order to study the impact that different wake shapes have on the the relative changes in aerodynamic load predictions of high-lift configurations, a systematic study was performed using the NASA Trap Wing as a basis. Eight different wakes shapes, the same ones of the previous section, were used to investigate and compare the predicted changes in performance due to configuration changes, such as a flap deflection, a slotted-flap gap size and relative flap-span variations. The different configuration changes correspond to particular experimental configurations of the NASA Trap Wing, with Configuration 1 being the baseline. The specific configurations are presented in Table 2 .
Flap Deflection
The predicted changes in lift due to an increase in a flap deflection angle are shown in Figure 17 , along with the experimental results. These changes are based on the comparison of computational results of the NASA Trap Wing Configurations 1 and 8 at a given angle of attack. As can be seen in Figure 17a , all wake types predict an increase in the lift coefficient across the linear angle of attack range with a flap angle increase, according to:
When compared to the experimental NASA Trap Wing performance changes, freestream fixed wakes, relaxed wakes and wakes prescribed to positive angles over-predict an increase in lift due to a flap angle increase. As shown in the figure, wakes prescribed to −20 degrees and −45 degrees both underpredict the lift increase; however, the predictions at −20 degrees predict performance changes that agree best with the NASA Trap Wing experimentally-measured changes in the lift coefficient.
As can be seen in Figure 17b , downward deflections of the flap result, for a given lift coefficient, in a drag reduction for the models with positive prescribed wake angles. The change in drag is given by:
The models with negative prescribed wake angles exhibit an increase in drag as the flap angle is increased. Less pronounced changes in drag are observed for fixed and relaxed wake models, as well as for the experimental results, although these includes viscous effects, such as boundary layer thickening.
The changes in span efficiency due to an increase in flap deflection are largely affected by the changes in lift and are shown in Figure 17c . The changes in span efficiency are based on: The experimental results were omitted from Figure 17c since the subsequent comparison of Oswald's efficiency includes viscous effects and would be misleading. Freestream fixed and relaxed wake shapes show little change in span efficiency when increasing the flap deflection. In general, wakes that are prescribed at positive angles (shed upwards) predict an increase in span efficiency, whereas wakes prescribed at negative angles result in a decrease in span efficiency.
The predicted increase in span efficiency when modelling the flap deflection using positively-prescribed wakes results in a more efficient distribution of lift between the main wing/slat and the slotted flap, when compared to predictions made using negatively-prescribed wakes. The predicted spanwise circulation distributions for both flap configurations are shown in Figure 18 for the same lift coefficients. The values have been normalized to the maximum circulation for each case, which occurs at approximately the same spanwise location for all configurations. The predictions were computed using wake models that were prescribed 45 degrees above and below the reference plane. As can be seen, both wake models predict an increase in spanwise loading on the flap when deflecting the flap downwards, as one would expect. However, when looking at the changes of spanwise circulation distributions, as done in Figure 19 , it becomes evident that, when deflecting the flap downward, the positive wake model results in a stronger unloading of the main wing than compared with the prediction that uses a negatively-prescribed wake model. Evidently, the stronger unloading of the main wing results in the observed improvement of the overall span efficiency. 
Flap Gap Widening
The impact of varying the gap size between the main wing and slotted flap is shown in Figure 20 for the predicted and experimental results. The changes are based on a configuration change from the NASA Trap Wing Configuration 2 to Configuration 1. Independent of the wake model, the predictions consistently indicate a reduction in lift as the gap size is increased, whereas the experiment shows an increase in lift. This difference in lift behaviour between experiment and predictions is directly related to boundary layer effects. In general, increasing the gap size reduces the velocities in the gap, which reduces the main-wing circulation in a purely inviscid case. In the viscous experiment, however, the increasing gap size also reduces the adverse effects of the interaction of the main-wing and flap boundary layers that are relatively close for Configuration 2. The relaxed wake model most closely follows the experimental trends, which indicates that wake roll-up can have a significant impact, depending on the accuracy that is required. Figure 20b shows that analyses with all wake types predict a negligible change in drag at lower lift coefficients, which agrees with the experimental data. At higher lift coefficients, the experimental data predict a small increase in drag. This is not captured by any of the wake models and is assumed to be caused by viscous effects. Unsurprisingly, the negligible changes in drag for a given lift coefficient is also reflected in insignificant changes of span efficiency due to a flap-gap size increase for most wake models, as shown in Figure 20c . Some differences occur at large lift coefficients for the wake models with negative angles. As in the previous configuration change study, the span efficiency of the experiment is omitted, since it cannot be measured.
Flap Span Increase
The impact of a flap span change from a partial-span flap, spanning from 26% to 75% of the half-span, to a full-span flap is shown in Figure 21 . The partial span flap corresponds to the NASA Trap Wing Configuration 9, and similar to the previous cases, the NASA Trap Wing Configuration 1 serves as the baseline. Across the linear angle of attack range, all wake types predict an increase in lift due to the flap span increase, as shown in Figure 21a . However, all wake types overpredict the increase in lift, with the wakes that are angled downwards predicting changes that agree best with the experimental data. The overprediction of the lift increase is most likely related to the inability of inviscid models to capture effective decambering due to boundary layer thickening, thus overestimating the impact of a flap-span increase compared to the experiment. When comparing the predictions of drag, Figure 21b shows that the relaxed wake predictions agree best with the experimental data. This good agreement is found without a prediction of profile drag, suggesting that the reduction in drag in the experimental case is mostly due to induced drag sources. Wakes that are fixed to the freestream direction, or above it, overpredict the reduction in drag due to the flap span increase. Finally, negative wake angles, that is wakes that are trailing downward, incorrectly predict an increase in drag due to a flap span change. Overall, however, the wakes aligned with the freestream or prescribed to positive angles are in better agreement with the experimental results than wakes that are prescribed to trail downward. This is an important conclusion since positively-prescribed wake angles reduce the chance of adverse numerical interactions between wakes and downstream lifting elements.
The change from a partial-span to full-span flap improves the span efficiency for the relaxed, fixed and positive angle wake models, as shown in Figure 21c . This improvement in lift production efficiency is concurrent with the conclusion of the drag reductions of Figure 21b . Despite the better prediction in change in lift coefficient using wakes that are prescribed to trail downward, the positive angles, at least the 45 degrees case, have the best agreement with the relaxed and freestream-fixed wakes.
Conclusions
The changes in aerodynamic performance due to changes in the configuration of a high-lift system were investigated using a higher-order potential flow method and various prescribed and free wake shapes. The study used wakes prescribed at various angles, including aligned with the freestream, as well as a fully-relaxed wake model.
Overall, the growing use of multidisciplinary optimization tasks in conceptual design means that computational analysis must be efficient. Depending on the need for numerical accuracy, potential flow models continue to provide analysis methods that are well suitable for highly iterative processes, such as those performed during conceptual design studies. For example, in this study, even relatively extreme prescribed wake angles of positive 45 degrees predict drag within less than approximately 250 drag counts or roughly 15% of the overall wing drag.
The study found that specific configuration changes require different wake types to achieve results that agree with experimental data. For example, analysing the additional lift due to the deflection of a slotted flap is best approximated using wakes that are prescribed slightly downwards, whereas the drag-coefficient changes are best captured using wakes that are fully relaxed or prescribed slightly downwards. Aerodynamic performance changes due to flap-gap variations are best approximated using a relaxed wake model, suggesting that wake roll-up has a significant impact on the results. Finally, this study found that an analysis of a change in flap span requires a wake that is prescribed downwards in order to best approximate changes in lift, while a relaxed wake is required in order to best estimate changes in drag. Analysis of all of the results presented suggests that changes due to significant viscous effects cannot be captured by any wake shape.
Despite the specific findings, overall, one can conclude that prescribed wakes yield predictions in performance changes that can provide sufficient guidance during conceptual design studies. This not only applies to wakes that are aligned with the freestream direction or leave the trailing edge downwards at moderate angles, but also wakes that leave the trailing edge upwards at moderate angles. Although a fully-relaxed wake analysis provides the most consistent agreement with predicted changes and absolute values of aerodynamic performance, this analysis requires approximately 31% more time to achieve convergence when compared to a prescribed wake. In addition, when using a conventional vortex lattice or panel method, prescribed positive wake angles reduce the chance of any adverse numerical interaction between wakes and lifting elements that are further downstream.
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AR aspect ratio b wingspan c wing chord
number of elements along the chord n number of elements along the half-span y spanwise location
